This paper proposes a semi-automatic image-based approach for 3-dimensional (3D) modeling of buildings along streets. Image-based urban 3D modeling techniques are typically based on the use of aerial and ground-level images. The aerial image of the relevant area is extracted from publically available sources in Google Maps by stitching together different patches of the map. Panoramic images are common for ground-level recording because they have advantages for 3D modeling. A panoramic video recorder is used in the proposed approach for recording sequences of ground-level spherical panoramic images. The proposed approach has two advantages. First, detected camera trajectories are more accurate and stable (compared to methods using multi-view planar images only) due to the use of spherical panoramic images. Second, we extract the texture of a facade of a building from a single panoramic image. Thus, there is no need to deal with color blending problems that typically occur when using overlapping textures.
I. INTRODUCTION
Various consumer electronic applications require 3-dimensional (3D) models of street scenes, for example for virtually flying or driving through a city, augmented reality, urban planning, or for documentation purposes (of city scenes at a particular point in time). The design of fully or semiautomatic methods for time-efficient modeling of city scenes has become has become an active research area, with manifold interesting contributions already in computer graphics and computer vision.
Due to the rapid increase of digital photography, imagebased modeling approaches are today a cost-efficient and feasible way for doing large-scale city modeling. Often it is actually not required to provide very detailed reconstructions of buildings; for applications such as virtual tours or path planning, it is sufficient to provide some kind of 3D sketches. Even only 'rough' 3D textured street views will define progress compared to common GPS-based 2D maps or textureless road models, as typically used today in cars as a navigation tool. A visual impression of the 3D environment helps to navigate in unknown areas. This can be achieved by supplying realistic 3D street views of a route, for example, by simplified but realistic looking, texturemapped 3D building models.
The aim of this paper is to develop a framework that takes a set of dense spherical panoramic images and an orthogonal aerial image of that area as input image data, and outputs texture maps and height information of the buildings through a semi-automatic process. The reconstructed 3D building models are textured with building elevation images, automatically extracted from the panoramic images, for ___________________________________________________________________________________________ providing a realistic impression of the street view, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
II. RELATED WORK
Progress in sensor technology (e.g., laser scanners or panoramic cameras) has contributed in recent years to the success of 3D modeling techniques by providing various options for input data [1] . Aerial photogrammetry provides height maps (in particular the height of buildings) using stereo images or laser scanners [2] [3] [4] [5] . Those height maps support the construction of 3D city models. However, models derived from aerial scans typically lack realism at ground level because aerial image data carry only limited information about textured side views (i.e., the facades) of buildings.
Automated texture mapping for 3D city models has been studied in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] using ground-level image data. There are two major issues, namely visible seams in calculated textures due to variations in lighting or image resolution, and excessive time requirements due to the need for automated pose recovery for the applied multi-view approach (using planar ground-level images).
Some authors have suggested using recorded images only for reconstructing 3D street models [12] [13] [14] , without including any depth information recorded by a laser scanner. For example, [13] discusses a plane-sweep algorithm where depth is estimated from multiple images. This ground-level image-based approach generates 2.5D models only rather than 3D models.
The authors of [15] propose the use of cylindrical panoramic images (for texture mapping based on groundlevel data). They assume an approximate localization of recorded panoramas, and apply a voting process for the process of registration of aerial and panoramic images. They use sparsely recorded panoramic images, resulting in a lack of texture, and also a continuation of the problem of visible seams between overlapping textures. This paper proposes an image-based approach. We derive 3D building models from aerial images as publically available on Google Maps, and from recorded spherical panoramas. The generated models are approximate, represented by textured planar faces. Textures are extracted from spherical panoramas. The recovered camera trajectory defines essential information, and we describe how to achieve that by using global positioning system (GPS) data and selected key frames of spherical panoramas.
III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The input data of the developed system are from two types of image sources. They provide a dense set of ground-level spherical panoramic images and a nearlyorthogonal aerial view. We also applied the GPS information associated with the recorded panoramic images. For panoramic image acquisition we used a Ladybug 3 camera (Point Grey Research, Richmond, Canada), mounted on the top of a car. This panoramic video camera consists of six high quality Sony charge-coupled device (CCD) sensors, which capture six planar images, five looking horizontally outwards and one looking upward, with a frame rate of 15 images per second. Six images were then stitched together using the multiperspective plane sweep approach of [16] to generate a 720-degree spherical panoramic image with image resolution 2,048 (width) × 1,024 (height) pixels.
An example of a captured panoramic image, which has been transformed into a rectangular representation, and the Ladybug 3 camera, are shown in Fig. 2 . The car was also equipped with a GPS device. This location information is used for initialization and bundle adjustment in the camera path recovery process. The other input image is a nearlyorthogonal aerial image of the area to be reconstructed. The image is generated by stitching together different sections of local aerial image blocks, as available in Google Maps. 
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The system selects a panoramic image Q i captured at the location denoted by aerial image coordinates (x i , y i ), which minimizes the following distance measurement .
B. Rooftop Edge Detection and Height Estimation
Canny edge detection is now applied to region I R (Fig. 5c) . Then, the resultant binary image is back-projected onto a planar surface, denoted as I P (Fig. 5d) . Next, a Hough transform is employed to detect straight lines. Constraints such as orientation and length are used in this straight-line search. The set of detected, nearly-horizontal straight-lines contains (potentially) the desired rooftop edge of the building (Fig. 5e) .
Let l i denote a particular straight line. The building's rooftop edge determination takes into account the following three criteria: first, the length difference between each line l i and back-projected footprint edge l on I P , denoted as l P ; second, the horizontal displacement between each line l i and l P ; and third, the vertical location of each line l i on I P .
The determined rooftop edge of the building, denoted as l t , can then be used to calculate the height of the building using the information of (x i , y i ) and the location of l in the aerial image.
C. Texture Map Generation
The building's facade image is generated by first backprojecting the color panoramic image region I R onto a planar surface, denoted by I Q , as shown in Fig. 5f . The resolution of the color image I Q is identical to the resolution of the binary image I P . In general, the desired textured building facade in the resultant image I Q is not rectangular. Rectangular image textures of building facades are preferred for the texture mapping task. Therefore, image I Q will be further cropped and rectified according to the detected building rooftop edge l t and the set of nearly-vertical straight lines as shown in Fig. 5e . Perspective transformation was performed on image I Q to obtain a rectangular building texture map as illustrated in Fig. 5g .
VI. EXPERIMENTS
The program was mainly written in MATLAB (Math Works, Natick, MA, USA) and partially in C++. The experiments were performed on a Windows XP (Service Pack 3) operating system running on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 920 2.67 GHz with 3 G of RAM. A Point Grey Ladybug 3 digital video camera was mounted on top of a car and used to capture the spherical panoramic images. The car was moving at an average speed of 35 km/hr, and the camera captured 15 panoramic images per second. In this way, adjacent panoramic images were captured at locations approximately one meter apart. The car was also equipped with a GPS system. The resolution of the recorded panoramic images was 2,048 (width) × 1,024 (height).
The proposed approach was also tested on synthetic image sequences. One reason for this was that there was no sufficiently accurate ground truth available for testing the path recovery approach in the real world. Therefore, we constructed a 12 × 20 unit (a "unit" as used in the program) synthetic city and street environment using commercially available 3D modeling software (Fig. 4a) . The buildings were texture-mapped using textures of real buildings. Fig. 4 illustrates a synthetic world experiment on path recovery. In this experiment, 50 panoramic images were generated at locations indicated by the shown dots. The estimated camera path is represented by a set of circles. The average drift of the resulting camera path from the actual path is equal to 0.324 units. This result was not yet based on any bundle adjustment strategy. Fig. 6 shows two close-up views. A virtual camera was implemented for recording panoramic images in the virtual world. A few examples of captured spherical images are shown in Fig. 7a , which have been transformed into planar rectangular images. The aerial image of that area was obtained from Google Maps. Examples of building texture maps, generated from the panoramic images, are shown in Fig.  7b . Fig. 8 illustrates 3D models of buildings obtained semiautomatically by following the discussed approach.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented an approach for deriving a realistic looking 3D polyhedral city model. Two types of input images have been used, namely a sequence of spherical panoramic images and a nearly orthogonal aerial image of that area, generated from available aerial image data. Both kinds of images are used cooperatively to recover the camera path and for a subsequent automated extraction of building texture maps from available input sequences. Relative directions and positions of all the panoramic images used were estimated within a fully automatic process with reasonable accuracy, and the camera path was recovered with the help of sparse GPS data.
Moreover, the developed algorithm is able to automatically search (within a recorded panoramic image sequence) for an appropriate initial texture window, and to generate from this a rectangular front-view texture for each building to be reconstructed. At the same time, we can also estimate the height of the building. These capabilities are useful for performing large-scale 3D city modeling.
